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Ransomware-hardened Backup Management Platform 

An intuitive solution for backing up your virtual environment 

and Microsoft Office 365 
 

 
Our staff are specialists in managing and protecting valuable business data for small and large companies. The Data 
Management-as-a-Service (DMaaS) services are based on leading solutions and use their own data centres. It is not an 
anonymous service with barely intelligible help desk, but a 100% transparent service in your own language where you stay in 
control. 

 

 

DMaaS Backup Platform 

The DMaaS Backup platform is a pay-per-use platform where 
you only pay for the number of protected VMs and O365 users. 
This way you don’t pay for services you don’t use.  

 

You can secure a large amount of data. This ensures that you 
have quick access to your valuable data from VMs, applications 
and individual mailboxes, calendars and OneDrive 
environments. 

 

The platform is ideal for organisations of all sizes. We manage 
the platform and you only take care of the backups and 
restores. This is also possible without backup servers and 
storage at your own location. 

 

DMaaS Backup meets the following certifications: 

ISO 9001, ISO 27001, FIPS 140-2 and NIST 800-53 CP10. 

 

 

 

 
Intuitive dashboard that allows you to recover lost data very 
quickly.  

Smart You will never forget to make a backup, because it 
happens automatically.  

Secure Your data is on secure storage in the DMP Cloud.  

 

DMaaS Backup for private and public Cloud 

The DMaaS Backup platform uses Commvault software and is 
the market leader in the field of Cloud environments backup. 
Whether it’s VMware, Hyper-V, Azure, AWS or Oracle Cloud, 
you can count on very extensive support of Cloud Applications. 

 

DMaaS CloudDrive Storage 

A highly available S3 compatible storage platform in the DMP 
Cloud that offers you optimal protection against ransomware 
encryption of your backup data with protocol separation. 

http://www.dm-p.com/
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DMaaS Backup for Office 365 

Office 365 is the logical choice. Always up-to-date Office 
applications and no more worries about the management of e-
mail systems. And all files safe and accessible in the Cloud. 
Have you already made up your mind? Or are you still thinking 
about it?  

 

Limited protection 

Office 365 is great, but Microsoft’s standard protection is 
limited. If you accidentally delete a file, it’s completely gone 
after 30-90 days. All email correspondence from mailboxes 
that are deleted is automatically deleted after 30 days. So a 
data accident can have large consequences. 

 

 
 

A really secure Office 365 environment 

Do you want to avoid these risks? Then choose DMaaS Office 
365 Backup. DMaaS Office 365 Backup extends Microsoft’s 
standard protection.  

 

You will enjoy a backup with longer retention periods, more 
recovery options in the event of accidents and 24/7 access to 
your data.  

 

And all this with the same ease, via the cloud, without local 
infrastructure and paying only for the actual use (per mailbox or 
per Terabyte). 

 

Advantages of DMaaS Backup for Office 365 are: 

- Backup of Exchange Online mailboxes, OneDrive for 
Business and SharePoint Online 

- Restoring individual Team sites and groups of data 

- Data storage for as long as you wish 

- Automatic (AI) backups of your Office 365 data 

- End-user self-service portal for searching for and 
downloading e-mail from the backup 

- Management of Office 365 data according to AVG 
(GDPR) 

- Compliance search functions for HR Departments  

 

http://www.dm-p.com/

